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General Requirements 

For designing and analyzing toehold switch sequences with 

ViennaRNA, one has to navigate through the package to the 

destination: Package -> ViennaRNA -> ViennaRNA.py. 

ViennaRNA.py is a python script, which  utilizes  python source 

code and ViennaRNA executive programs. In order for someone to run 

the file the following are required: 

1. Windows Operating System 

2. Python version at least 3.6 and Python packages numpy 

matplotlib, pandas and Biopython modules. 

 

3. ViennaRNA source code v2.4.17. Please visit the official 

website:  https://www.tbi.univie.ac.at/RNA/ 

4. Unzip the file of ViennaRNA-2.4.17.tar.gz  to a  folder of your 

choice. 
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General Information 

Once executed, the source code creates the following files 

containing the results:  

File Content 

results.txt 
The results of candidate toehold switch 

sequences. 

toeholds.txt All the toehold sequences. 

cofold_input/cofold_output 

folders 

The inputs and the results of 

RNAcofold.exe for every toehold switch 

and miRNA system resulting in calculation 

of Delta_G_ binding energy. 

Concentrations_dependency_

plots folder 

Diagrams showing the relative 

concentrations of miRNA, Toehold Switch, 

and the complex of those , with 

independent variables the concentration 

of miRNA. 

Duplex_input / Duplex_output 

folders 

The inputs and the results of 

RNAduplex.exe  and perfect_matches.txt 

contain the perfect matches between 

toehold and miRNA sequences for every 

system. 

Fold_input/fold_output folders 

The inputs and the results of RNAplot.exe 

for every toehold switch sequence and 

Scalable Vectors Graphics of every 

toehold switch sequence. 

Toehold_fold_input/ 

Toehold_fold_output 

folders 

The inputs and the results of RNAfold.exe 

for every toehold switch sequence. 

Linker_input / 

Linker_output 

folders 

Delta_G free energy of RBS-Linker part of 

every sequence. 

Final.zip 

A csv file containing all the results of every 

program for every toehold and their 

ranking based on Delta_G_RBS_Linker. 
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User Instructions 

 

In order to design and analyze toehold sequences, please follow the 

steps below: 

Step 1: Open the file software_name_ViennaRNA.py in any python 

environment.  

Step 2: Fill in the input section. That would be the following 

variables:  

a) trigger (matrix of strings type – the trigger 

sequence(s)),  

b) RBS (string type – the RBS sequence),  

c) linker (string type – the Linker sequence) 

d) GFP(default eGFP gene, fill with a reported gene of 

your choice) 

e) paired (integer type – the number of paired bases of 

the sensory domain, set by default equal to 9)  

f) unpaired (integer type – the number of unpaired 

bases of the sensory domain, set by default equal to 

9) 

Warning: in order for the code to work with no errors, 

the length of the trigger sequence must be at least 

equal to 18!  

g) path (the location that the results of the code will be 

generated) 

h) viennaRNA_path( the location of the executable 

programs of ViennaRNA) 

 

Step 3: Run all cells 

Step 4: That’s it! Now the folders and the plots with the results are 

created! 
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For programmers 

Analytical explanation of the functions: 

● toehold:  the toehold sequence is designed based on the part 

that composes this specific switch sequence. Toehold sequences 

composed of the parts 1 to 7 that contain the unpaired, paired 

nucleotides of sensory domain, AUG bulge, RBS, and Linker. The 

arguments  start and stop of these functions provide the details 

about selecting a specific part of the trigger miRNA. 

Arguments Type Content 

Trigger string 
Unpaired bases of the sensory 

domain 

Start string Paired bases of the sensory domain 

stop integer 
Number of paired bases of the 

sensory domain 

End integer 
Number of unpaired bases of the 

sensory domain 

RBS string RBS sequence 

Linker string Linker sequence 

GFP String  Reporter gene sequence  

 

● check_stop/ check_restriction: Those two functions take as an 

argument the toehold sequences and check them in case they 

contain stop codon or restriction sites. 

 

● Standard_design:  Generate two .txt files , results.txt and 

toeholds.txt , that contain the information about the generated 

sequences and about having or not stop codons or restriction 

sites. 

● analysis: the behavior and structure of the toehold sequence as 

well as the interaction between miRNA and toehold switch,  are 

analyzed with ViennaRNA’s functions. The function generates the 

rest of the files listed in the General Information section. 

Arguments Type Content 

dataframe Dataframe  Toehold switch sequences 

triggers List List of the trigger sequences 

 


